Editing

Story Title ________________________________________________________________

Name __________________________ Date __________________________

Spelling

1. Read story backwards.
2. Circle in colored marker any questionable words.
3. Make a list of questionable words.
4. Use misspeller’s dictionary or spell checker,
5. Write correct spelling on the list.

Date started ________________ Date completed ________________

Punctuation

1. Read through story.
2. Draw a box in colored marker around each questionable punctuation mark.
3. Look in your reading book or ask the class grammarians for help.

Date started ________________ Date completed ________________

Paragraphs

1. Read through your story.
2. Make sure each paragraph is indented.
3. A new paragraph means:
   a. a change of subject
   b. a new speaker is speaking in a conversations
   c. signs: TP = make this a new paragraph

Date started ________________ Date completed ________________